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Abstract

Background: Males’ health plays a basic role in the community’s health, especially in family’s health. Health is a multifaceted issue that affects people in all aspects. Health is also one of the 4 metaparadigm concepts in nursing. This study was conducted to explore males’ perspectives on health.

Methods: In this qualitative study conducted based on a grounded theory approach, 22 males were selected through a purposive sampling. Data were collected through semi-structured interviews and continued until data saturation. Data analysis was done using Strauss and Corbin’s three-stage coding process.

Results: Based on the perspectives of the participants, 8 categories emerged, which are as follow: psychological health; physical health; family health; spiritual health; welfare and social health; health and relationships; sexual health; and occupational-economic health. Psychological health was emerged as the core variable.

Conclusion: As a multifaceted phenomenon, health is an individual’s general condition in all these aspects, particularly psychological aspect. Males’ health should be taken into account for the role they play in managing the family. Males as the family heads require evidence-based decision making and planning.
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Introduction

Health means a general, physical, and mental condition in which the individual is free from illness, injury, or pain (1). World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity” (2).

Gender is one of the most important social and cultural factors influencing health (3) and its related behaviors. Moreover, gender is also one of the most important determinants of disease. The role of gender in the pattern of disease and its prevention has been demonstrated by many studies (4-8). Despite the vast improvements in the field of public health and complex therapeutic approaches, males are less healthier than females and are more likely to suffer from disability, physical illnesses, and physical injuries (3, 9, 10). Males constitute 50.6% of the world’s population, and their health is affected by physiological, spiritual, social, cultural, and biological factors (11). Also, in Iran, males account for 51% of the population and their life expectancy is 71.7 years (12).

Males suffer more from serious illnesses, are less attentive to their diseases (13), and more likely to die in younger ages than females (11). Moreover, being exposed to stressful environments, the physical and social envi-
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environmental risks, occupational hazards, relationship with their superior in the workplace, job security, and ethical and racial discrimination are the factors influencing males’ psychological health(14). On the other hand, in most parts of the world, death rates are higher among males than females (15). Thus, it can be stated that males have less knowledge about their health or seek health services less than females, and thus they are more likely to encounter health threatening risks (11). Studies conducted on the Iranian society also indicated that Iranian males are more likely to be infected by diseases compared to females (16).

Health is one of the 4 metaparadigm concepts of nursing along with the environment, patient, and the nurse (17). Basically, health promotion is one of the most important responsibilities of nurses, which encompasses most of their tasks (18). Understanding the relationship between what the researchers have identified as the main issues of health and individuals’ main concern about health is useful for those nurses who intend to work in the field of health and primary health care (19). Therefore, familiarity with different perspectives on health and conditions related to health can increase the success of nurses in providing an effective nursing care (20).

Recently, a qualitative research was conducted by Ramezani Tehrani to identify the perceptual barriers for health among males. They found that the main concern of most males was something other than their health issues. A few number of males considered health as an important issue because they were afraid of the negative effects of their illness (due to the lack of attention to health) on their family members and losing their ability to perform social activities. According to the findings of that research, the economic, sociocultural, and family issues, lack of social security, the weakness of macromanagement and bioenvironmental factors were the main health barriers that prevented males to consider health as a priority (21).

Some qualitative studies have also indicated that males provide a certain definition of health and its related factors (22). Kalvente’s research (2012) demonstrated that males tended to overrate their health, hiding their problems behind the ‘tough guy’ stereotype associated with masculinity. These factors can significantly affect males’ attitude towards health and its priority in their lives; and as a result, influence their lifestyle and coping with illness (23).

Thus, given the importance of males’ health, this study was conducted to explore their perspectives on health.

Methods

This qualitative study was conducted based on a grounded theory approach. The participants in this study were 22 males aged 20 to 50 years, who were willing to participate in interviews (Volunteer Sampling), and were not addicted or suffering from acute or chronic diseases according to their self-report. The participants were selected through purposeful sampling, moreover, considering the maximum variation of the data, sampling continued until data saturation. To collect data, in-depth semi-structured individual interviews and interactive interviews were conducted using the interview guide. Some of the questions asked were as follow: What comes to mind when you hear the word ‘health’?, and “What does a male's health mean and how is it achieved?” Then, according to the participants’ responses, the interviews continued. To analyze the data, 3 stages of open coding, axial coding, and selective coding were done. In all these stages, constant comparative analysis was used. To ensure the trustworthiness of data, some measures were taken including persistent observation, prolonged engagement, good communication with the participants, triangulation of time, and checking codes and categories through peer check (External Check) and double check by the participants as the member check (Member Check) (24, 25).

Credibility was established through member check (10 transcripts were revised by 4 participants.). The missed codes were added and new codes were replaced after few given comments and peer check (by research team and experts in qualitative researches). For the member check, 4 participants were contacted after analysis and asked to confirm the process, and the main and subcategories. Moreover, peer check was performed to establish intertranscript reliability by a number of colleagues and the research team members. The results were also checked with the males who did not participate in this research. The maximum variation of sampling has been used to enhance the confirmability and credibility of data. Also, the participants were selected from a variety of different academic levels, academic performance, and social class. Good communication skills with participants along with providing a comfortable and cozy place to conduct the interviews helped achieve rich and deep data.

Obtaining written informed consent, maintaining privacy and confidentiality of participants’ information, and the right to withdraw from the study at any time were taken into account as the ethical consideration of this research. This study was conducted in the form of a research project. The ethics committee of Iran University of Medical Sciences approved this research protocol (Code: 953).

Results

In this study, 22 males aged 20 to 50 years, who were healthy according to their self-report, and were willing to share their perspectives on the issue of health participated in this research. Most males, who participated in this study (50%), aged 20 to 30 years of whom 45% (n= 10) had a diploma, 64% (n= 14) were married, and 50% (n= 11) self-employed. In the beginning, 560 codes were obtained, which were organized into 8 main categories. Also, in this study, psychological health was recognized as the core variable. During the axial coding stage, 8 main categories emerged, which are as follow:

1. Psychological Health: Psychological aspect was the most important aspect of health in this study. One participant stated, "When it is said that someone is healthy, in my opinion, it refers to psychological health because one may be healthy or have a strong body, but be mentally ill. Psychological health is more important than physical health." Code 3.

In addition, according to our participants, having mental
comfort was a basis for other aspects of health, and in contrast, stress was known as one of the confounding elements of males’ health.

2. Physical Health: According to the participants’ viewpoints, physical health plays an important role in males’ health. The males were less caring about their health status due to being too busy, inactive, and feeling strong and masculine. Some participants believed that paying too much attention to health is considered a feminine and delicate behavior. For the males, health was as important as a capital to start a business. One participant said, “Health is something like the capital of the body; the capital of human, if there is no health, everything will be impractical.” Code 10.

Most previous health experiences were related to physical health, healthy diet, exercising, and being strong, and minimum health was related to pain, weakness, illness, and physical disability. The participants also pointed out to insufficient rest and loss of physical strength along with aging as the other factors that could negatively influence their health.

3. Family Health: For the participants, their families, especially their wives, were both the reason for being healthy and being unhealthy. Males’ comfort was always the reflection of the family’s health, affection in the family, proper relations in the family, being respected by women, and the community. In this regard, one of the participants stated, “I almost always see that if a man has got any emotional problems with his wife or children, he will get mentally ill. He may take sedative drugs, visit a doctor, and even suffer from physical illnesses.” Code 3.

On the other hand, the beginning of the paternal role and its continuation played a significant role in creating and maintaining a sense of well-being in males. Also, the males participating in the study mentioned that lack of free time, being too busy for a small child, and constraints after family formation were the factors decreasing their fun and happiness after marriage. In contrast, single males envied their peers who were married and had children. However, the males believed that the birth of a child, and consequently the emotional distance between the couples, focusing on the child’s needs rather than their own needs, fading respect, and children’s emotional relationships with their fathers due to the generation gap, and the rising expectations of children could all reduce the level of males’ health.

4. Spiritual Health: For most males, religious experience was considered the experience of health because of the sense of relaxation and solitude experienced along with the religious rituals. The role of praying is clear in this quotation: “Whenever I attend a praying ceremony, I feel relaxed and free and rarely become angry; praying is very important; I can do my tasks better after praying; religious practices are very effective.” Code 1.

Also, the participants considered religious beliefs, trust in God, and not eating unlawful (haram) food as the aspects of health. Earning legitimate (Halal) income was emphasized by almost all the participants. From the participants’ point of view, the unhealthiest males were those who had not a legitimate income.

5. Having Welfare and Social Health: From the males’ point of view, having social welfare was one of the most important aspects of health, and especially a symbol for males’ authority. The participants considered welfare, balance, and predictable social situation as the factors contributing to males’ health. Some participants believed that socioeconomic problems could cause the uncomfortable feeling of life for them. Welfare and social security were sometimes males’ desire.

Also, having insurance, the existence of facilities and investment opportunities for the youths, the possibility to continue their education, having an appropriate social circumstance, having no discrimination in the society, obeying the law, having proper social relations, controlling and decreasing corruption and delinquency in the community, controlling drug abuse, and problems of urbanization in the community were identified as the determinants of males’ health.

6. Health and Relationships: According to the participants, relations affected males’ health both in the family and the work place. One participant stated, “When a man arrives at his work in the morning and sees his colleague and talks to him, he may forget his problems or feel better if he is depressed or has got any problems.” Code 5.

On the other hand, the participants believed that due to the generation gap, they were less successful in transferring information to the new generation. Failure in relations, the lack of healthy relationships, and lack of empathy were also the factors influencing males’ health. The males also mentioned the important role of media, awareness and education (particularly health education), informing about addiction, and moral issues.

7. Sexual Health: With regards to the useful information about marital relationship, the participants emphasized the importance of knowledge of sexual health, establishing training centers, and providing sex education and believed that having a safe sex and the existence of facilities for marriage or controlled sexual relations are necessary for males’ health. With regards to the lack of premarital counseling services, one of the participants said, “Before marriage, if a man receives training about health problems, it will be very beneficial… We don't know anything about these issues, our parents did not share information on sexual issues openly and we don’t have any experiences or skills.” Code 5.

8. Occupational and Economic Health: The meaning of health was entirely mansly from the males’ perspective and was linked to the terms like strength, property, and capital. The financial affordability of the family was also considered as one of the meanings of health for males. In the males’ viewpoints, job satisfaction, education-based employment, progress, having good and healthy communication at the workplace, and having a job appropriate to the individual spirit were important factors affecting their career health. However, lack of job security, fear of getting fired, inappropriate workplace, and difficult job were the threatening factors of males’ health.

Moreover, lack of a sense of well-being was more common among males, especially those who had more economic problems. One participant said, “Males are
tired of the condition in which they have to get up every morning, go to work and fight for life, then come back home at night without earning anything; this is humiliating for males.” Code 3.

Selecting the Core Variable: Psychological Health

In the third stage of the study, using selective coding, we aimed at discovering the core category. Accordingly, out of the 8 variables selected as the abstract categories, psychological health was finally recognized as the core variable. According to the findings, psychological health has been the reflection and result of males’ health. Males achieve psychological health through the following: physical health, family health, spiritual health, having social health and welfare, healthy relationships, occupational and sexual health (Fig. 1).

Finally, in response to the question that what the concept of health from the perspectives of male is, it was found that health is a multidimensional phenomenon from the males’ points of view. Health is the outcome of taking into accounts all these aspects. However, the role of each of these aspects in various periods of life (youth, adulthood, etc.) is different, and therefore to protect and promote health in different periods of life, the importance of each of these aspects should be considered in that particular period.

The dimension or dimensions, which should be considered more during a particular period in the life of a male, depend on his role in that period of life. In other words, the individual’s role in a particular time in life can determine the health aspects priorities and can, consequently, determine which aspect should be given more attention on that certain period.

Discussion

The World Health Organization (WHO) defines health as “a state of complete physical, mental, and social well-being, and not merely the absence of disease and infirmity. The participants in the present study understood health as a set of physical health, psychological health, spiritual health, family health, occupational health, sexual health, welfare, and social health. In addition, they emphasized the role of media, education, and communication in promoting the health status.

Mental health is a state of well-being in which individuals can realize their own potentials, cope with the normal stresses of life, work productively and fruitfully, and contribute to their community (26). As Barry states, mental health is essential to good health and quality of life and contributes to the functioning of individuals, families, communities, and societies (26, 27). Scott et al. have also considered mental health as an inseparable component of the policies and programs related to the population health. In their study, the risk of disability in people with mental disorders was higher than those with physical conditions (27, 28). In the present study, the participants also considered psychological health as one of the important aspects of health.

The participants also believed that the level of males’ health has dropped in the community following a decline in health after the age of 40, the increase of depression among the middle class males, and the increase of psychological distress. Moreover, Evans et al. found that the middle-aged males often silently suffer from depression. They may experience symptoms of depression without acknowledging being depressed and are not able to recognize mental health problems, and this can lead to the higher rates of suicide among the male population (28, 29).

Young argues that stressful situations, social, physical, job hazards, and racial discrimination are the effective factors on males’ psychological health (14). Consistent with his findings, the participants of this study found that psychological, social, economic, and job stresses influenced their health.

Physical health was another dimension of health mentioned by the study participants. According to our finding, males were highly negligent of their health. Other studies
have also indicated that males are less likely to seek social support than females because health promoting behaviors are related to femininity and risk-taking behaviors are related to masculinity. Given that illness is associated with weakness and vulnerability, males are reluctant to seek treatment because of the masculine behaviors or avoidance of femininity (29). When a man declares honorably, "I didn't go to a doctor last year", he actually describes his health functioning and presents his masculinity (30). These cases will increase the task burden of public education of the media, raise the number of masculine groups for health, and increase the responsibility of the nurses in training and screening males, especially in factories and masculine workplaces.

Family health was another aspect of health pointed out by the study participants. Although from the males' viewpoints, marriage and family formation as well as having a wife and children were difficult, they believed that marriage has improved their health and they considered their families as their best friends. In accordance with our results, in the study of Zhu et al. carried out to determine the effect of being married on the health and survival of elderly Chinese males, it was revealed that being married, good quality of life, and duration of marriage influenced the health and survival of males (30, 31). Moreover, our participants believed that infidelity, divorce, or death of the spouse were factors that could adversely affect their health. Also, many studies showed that depressive symptoms are related to the current marital status, and married individuals report lower depressive symptomatology (32).

Another dimension of health mentioned in this study was sexual health. WHO has defined sexual health as a state of physical, emotional, psychological, and social well-being related to sexuality (33, 34). Moreover, the participants of the present study also signified the role of sexual issues on health, and emphasized the importance of a healthy relationship with the opposite sex and religious consideration (religious rulings) in sexual issues as well as the importance of sex education and the need for counseling services to promote males' health.

Having occupational health and favorable economic conditions were other aspects of health mentioned by the participants. In this study, employment was considered as the basis for males' health because the economic aspect was one of the most important aspects of a man's life and income was a prerequisite for paying life expenses.

In Tajvar's study, economic situation was one of the most important predictors of physical and psychological health-related quality of life (35). On the other hand, the males participated in our study mentioned that work pressure and workload was the most important factors influencing their health. Also, in other studies, the relationship between stress and health had well been confirmed and stress [occupational] found to have a major impact on males' health (31).

One of the other aspects of health highlighted by the males was spiritual health. In various studies, the influence of spirituality and religion on health has been demonstrated. Results of a study by Michael (2009) reported that males obtain more mental health benefits from religious involvement compared to females (27, 33). In the present study, the males considered spiritual health as one of the effective factors on their health and believed that distancing from religion and forgetting God lead to the sense of loneliness and decreased level of health.

Unlike our findings, Vaillant et al. in their study found no correlation between religious involvement with physical, mental, and social health of males in late life, but found that religious involvement had the most mental health benefits on those who had the fewest human and social resources (36).

Another dimension of health mentioned in this study was social welfare. According to the participants, lack of planning for free time and sometimes the low vitality of the environment were the factors leading to a decline in their health. The availability of illicit drugs in cities and its relevant problems were the most important concerns noted by the participants. On the other hand, they considered education and insurance as the effective factors improving males' health. In a study on the quality of life by Tajvar et al. they found that people with lower education had lower life quality (35).

The participants pointed out to the importance of communication and emphasized the necessity of developing and maintaining a relationship with people and receiving information. In this study, the participants highlighted the important role of media in promoting culture, education (especially health education), warning about addiction, and moral issues.

Given the qualitative approach of this study, one of the limitations of the study was its dependence on the circumstances (especially time), while it may be considered as the strength of the study from a different view considering the environmental and cultural variables. We recommend that a phenomenological study be conducted to explore the experience of the family and males' health and identify the risk factors for the family and male's health. In addition, designing and implementing action research is highly recommended to empower and create health behaviors and reduce the risk factors for males' health. Moreover, conducting the grounded theory studies to explore males' marital satisfaction process is recommended.

Conclusion
Considering the role of males in the family and society, it is important to pay more attention to their health. The following efforts are essential to maintain males' health: focusing on the males' health, providing necessary education for a healthy lifestyle, stress management, coping skills, and financial management of the family.

Providing screening tests and training on sexual health before puberty and during adolescence and youths through schools, health centers, universities, and the media can help males to resolve many of their physical, emotional, mental, and family issues.

On the other hand, the relevant governmental agencies should focus on providing appropriate employment conditions, economic justice and social welfare to reduce unemployment level, poverty, and social problems and promote males' health.
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